
 

 

 

 

UM Tactical to Display the 9mm R.A.G.E.™ Total Compensation  

System at Shot Show 2019. 
 

Lake Worth, Florida, April, 2017 – UM Tactical was proud to announce the extension 
of its industry leading Rapid Adjustable Gas Expulsion (R.A.G.E.) Total 
Compensation System to fit the popular 9mm PCC rifle platform. The R.A.G.E. 
Compensator is still the world’s best functioning and reconfigurable recoil tuning 
and management device. The Compensator has been specially designed to accept 
common 9mm thread pitches and gas pressures. The Comps are available in 1/2x28 
or 1/2x36 with a black or silver finish.  
 
Each kit includes 6 adjustable tuning port washers. These port washers allow you to 
divert the high-pressure gases with interchangeable angled ports providing 
exceptional and unmatched performance. The included TCS Barrel device has three 
port washer mounting zones (high, medium & low pressure). This allows the user to 
completely adjust the gases to not only best fit the rifle, but the shooter as well. Our 
system does not require any drilling to adjust and allows the user to change the gas 
direction by simply changing the washers or even just their location on the muzzle 
device. Placement of the port washers allows for total control and tuning of your 
rifle to your liking. Once adjusted, the R.A.G.E. provides a virtually no muzzle rise 
and minimal felt recoil, even on fully automatic weapons.  
 
The R.A.G.E. is precision machined from stainless steel and aerospace alloys, right 
here in the USA. This Not only allows for extreme durability, but an unmatched level 
of quality control and integrity.  
 
 The R.A.G.E. 9mm is now available for sale in 1/2x28 or 1/2x36 and is priced to sell 
with an MSRP of $159.99.  The kit includes a barrel device, 6 port washers, comp 
nut, set screws, hex wrench, crush washer and tuning guide in a compartmented 
plastic case. The R.A.G.E. system conforms to all 3 Gun Nation and USPSA Multi-gun 
rules.  
 
UM Tactical is a South Florida based company that specializes in recoil management 
devices, holsters (carry, competition, duty), mag holders, and pistol optic mounting 
solutions (UM3, shims). For more on these products, please visit: 
www.umtactical.com or call 866-979-4486. 
 

http://www.umtactical.com/

